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INTRODUCTION 
Now that the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) has been finalised and that the European Securities and 
Markets Authority (ESMA) has begun to publish its final advice on the corresponding technical standards to be made 
under EMIR, many in the market are trying to better understand what the new regime will mean in practice. One area in 
which a number of questions have come up is structured finance and, in particular, what the implications of EMIR may be 
for securitisation special purpose vehicles (SPVs) and the swaps that such vehicles commonly enter into. This document 
provides preliminary answers to certain key questions in this regard in the context of traditional cash securitisations.
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What is EMIR and when does it 
take effect?
EMIR is the EU Regulation on OTC derivatives, 
central counterparties and trade repositories 
(Regulation (EU) No 648/2012, linked here). Amongst 
other things, it sets new rules for mandatory central 
counterparty clearing in respect of certain standardised 
OTC derivative contracts, risk mitigation requirements in 
relation to transactions which are not centrally cleared and 
general reporting obligations for counterparties.

EMIR entered into force on 16 August 2012 and is 
directly applicable in all EU member states, although the 
majority of the obligations under it take effect when the 
corresponding technical standards become effective (which 
is expected to occur over the course of 2013 for the most 
part). The technical standards on the mandatory clearing 
requirements and other requirements described above 
remain under consideration by the EU authorities and have 
not yet been finalised.

Is a securitisation SPV an entity that 
could be subject to EMIR?
EMIR makes a distinction between financial counterparties 
and non-financial counterparties. In general, securitisation 
SPVs do not fall under the definition of financial 
counterparties. Consequently, EU established SPVs will 
constitute non-financial counterparties (NFCs). EMIR 
imposes new obligations on NFCs (and certain third 
country entities) in certain circumstances. Significantly, the 
obligations which apply to an NFC may vary depending on 

whether the relevant entity exceeds the clearing threshold 
(discussed below). An NFC that exceeds the clearing 
threshold is referred to as an NFC+ and an NFC that does 
not exceed such threshold is referred to as an NFC-.

In brief, yes, a securitisation SPV is an entity that may be 
subject to EMIR.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:201:0001:0059:EN:PDF
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Is a securitisation SPV an entity that 
could be subject to the mandatory 
clearing obligation?
As an NFC (or a relevant third country entity), a 
securitisation SPV will be subject to the mandatory 
clearing obligation in principle if (in aggregate) the gross 
notional value of its derivative positions that do not get 
the benefit of the hedging exemption exceed the relevant 
specified clearing threshold (i.e. if it is an NFC+). To be 
clear, if an entity is an NFC+, then it will be required to 
comply with the clearing requirement with respect to all 
of its relevant derivative positions (including those falling 
within the hedging exemption).

Taking each of the key points with respect to the application 
of the clearing obligation referred to above in turn:

 – Hedging exemption – a derivative contract that is 
entered into by an NFC for “hedging” purposes, that 
is, purposes which are “objectively measurable as 
reducing risks directly relating to the commercial 
activity or treasury financing activity of the NFC”, 
does not count towards the relevant clearing threshold. 
ESMA’s final advice on the technical standards to be 
made on this point (linked here) proposes that such 
standards should refer to a hedge which “(a) covers 
the risks arising from the potential change in the value 
of assets, services, inputs, products, commodities or 
liabilities that the NFC or its group owns … or incurs 
or reasonably anticipates owning … or incurring 
in the normal course of its business” or “(b) covers 
the risks arising from the potential indirect impact 
on the value of assets… or liabilities referred to in 
subparagraph (a), resulting from fluctuation of interest 
rates, inflation rates, foreign exchange rates or credit 
risk...”. We consider that there are good arguments that 
usual currency and interest rate swaps entered into by 
securitisation SPVs should fall within the exemption 
based on ESMA’s final advice (which may or may 
not be endorsed by the EU Commission). That said, 
questions have been raised by some as to whether 

SPVs will be regarded in general as having sufficient 
commercial activity for these purposes and thus far 
the EU authorities have declined to confirm their view 
on the position with respect to SPVs. It is not clear 
whether the EU authorities have yet had an opportunity 
to focus on this. 

 – Exceeding the clearing threshold – ESMA’s final 
advice on the clearing thresholds proposes separate 
thresholds for different swap types for NFCs, 
including EUR3 billion in gross notional value for 
each of interest rate and currency swaps. While 
securitisation vehicles used in programme structures 
may exceed these proposed thresholds (assuming 
the types of swaps entered into by them would be 
counted towards the threshold, which would need to 
be considered in the context of the hedging exemption 
provisions as noted above), this may not be the case in 
the context of certain stand-alone deals.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it should be noted that an 
entity that is subject to the mandatory clearing obligation 
will only be required to clear those derivative contracts 
that are subject to the clearing obligation. Once again, 
EMIR requires ESMA to provide advice on the regulatory 
technical standards for determining which derivative 
contracts will be relevant for these purposes. In doing so, 
ESMA is required to take account of factors such as the 
degree of standardisation of contractual terms, the volume 
and liquidity of the contract type and the availability of 
fair, reliable and generally accepted pricing information. It 
is not yet clear whether usual securitisation swaps will be 
considered to become derivative contracts subject to the 
mandatory clearing obligation. Comments have been raised 
that securitisation swaps may not fit easily within the factors 
described above, particularly from a pricing perspective.

Please also see the attached decision tree on securitisations 
SPVs and the clearing obligation.

http://www.esma.europa.eu/system/files/2012-600_0.pdf
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Yes, a securitisation SPV may be subject to the mandatory 
clearing obligation in principle if the gross notional 
value of its derivative positions exceeds the clearing 
threshold. We consider that there are good arguments 
that certain securitisation swaps should benefit from 
the hedging exemption as proposed (and, as such, not 
need to be counted towards the threshold) but there is 

some uncertainty in this regard. Moreover, it is not yet 
clear whether the swaps entered into by a securitisation 
SPV will be subject to the clearing obligation. Further 
consideration of these points will be required once 
the relevant final technical standards under EMIR are 
available and derivative contracts start to become subject 
to the mandatory clearing obligation. 

Is a securitisation SPV an entity that could 
be subject to the reporting obligation?
EMIR requires counterparties (including NFCs) to report 
to trade repositories certain information with respect to the 
derivative contracts that they have concluded, whether or 
not the relevant contract is required to be cleared. Various 
aspects of the requirements and the corresponding steps 
required for compliance are unclear at this point. It is 
expected that there will be greater certainty with respect 
to the reporting requirements once one or more trade 
repositories are registered under the regime and once the 
corresponding technical standards are finalised.

When in effect, reporting will be required with respect 
to derivative contracts which were entered into before 
16 August 2012 and remain outstanding on that date and 
any which are entered into after that date (meaning that 
existing and new contracts will be within scope).

Yes, a securitisation SPV will be subject to the reporting 
obligation if it enters into swaps. Further consideration 
will be required in the context of legacy transactions, 
where provision will not have been made under the 
transaction documents for EMIR-related reporting 
activities to be undertaken and/or for any corresponding 
costs to be paid. Market participants may wish to build 
flexibility into deals completing now to anticipate EMIR 
compliance and, in particular, to facilitate trustee consent 
to any necessary amendments.
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Is a securitisation SPV an entity 
that could be subject to the risk 
mitigation obligations?
EMIR imposes certain risk mitigation requirements 
on financial counterparties and NFCs in respect of the 
derivative contracts entered into by them which are not 
cleared. These requirements refer to the exchange of 
collateral, valuation of outstanding derivative contracts, 
timely confirmation of terms (confirmation) and processes 
to reconcile portfolios (portfolio reconciliation), to 
compress outstanding contracts (portfolio compression) 
and to identify and resolve disputes (dispute resolution).

Significantly, the most onerous (and potentially 
problematic) of these requirements from a securitisation 
perspective – i.e. those related to collateral exchange and 
valuation – do not apply to NFCs which do not exceed the 
relevant clearing threshold (i.e. NFCs-). This may include 
certain securitisation vehicles, although this will require 
further consideration once the final technical standards to 
be made under EMIR are available (see the discussion of 
the clearing obligation above for details).

Given that the portfolio compression requirements are 
proposed to apply only in circumstances where the 
relevant entity has more than 500 derivative contracts, this 
requirement is unlikely to apply to securitisation vehicles.

It is not yet entirely clear what will be required to comply 
with the confirmation, dispute resolution and portfolio 
reconciliation requirements. It may be that certain existing 
practices in respect of securitisation swaps are sufficient to 
satisfy the confirmation and dispute resolution provisions.

Yes, a securitisation SPV may be subject to the risk 
mitigation obligations in principle. That said, to the extent 
that the SPV is an NFC-, the collateral exchange and 
valuation requirements will not apply. Given the nature 
of the other requirements, it seems unlikely that they will 
present significant compliance issues for securitisation 
SPVs although it will be necessary to take into account the 
final technical standards with respect to such requirements 
in order to confirm this.

What next?
The technical standards to be made under EMIR over 
the course of the coming period will be significant for 
determining the final position with respect to securitisation 
SPVs and the swaps that they enter into. We continue to 

watch this space closely and encourage clients to stay on 
top of the latest position by keeping in touch with any 
member of our team.
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Decision Tree – Clearing Obligation 
under EMIR

Comments*

1 EMIR makes a distinction between financial counterparties, non-
financial counterparties and third country entities.  Securitisation SPVs 
are unlikely to constitute financial counterparties.  Consequently they 
will likely constitute relevant third country entities or non-financial 
counterparties if they are established in the EU. Basically, a 
securitisation SPV is an entity that may be subject to EMIR and 
consequently to the clearing obligation.

An OTC derivative contract does not count towards the relevant clearing 
threshold if it is objectively measurable as reducing risks directly relating 
to the commercial activity or treasury financing activity of the NFC or its 
group.  This includes contracts that:
● cover risks arising from potential change in the value of the NFC’s,

assets, services, inputs, products, commodities or liabilities; or
● cover risks arising from the potential indirect impact on the value to 

those assets, services, inputs, products, commodities or liabilities as a 
result of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, inflation 
rates, or credit risk; or

● are hedging contracts pursuant to the IFRS.

3 The clearing threshold will be exceeded if the gross notional values of 
derivative positions (that do not get the benefit of the hedging
exemption), held by the non-financial counterparty or other non-financial 
counterparties within its group exceed the following in respect of the 
following classes of derivatives contracts:

Credit: EUR 1 billion
Equity: EUR 1 billion
Interest Rates: EUR 3 billion
Foreign Exchange: EUR 3 billion
Commodity / all others: EUR 3 billion

Once the clearing threshold is exceeded for one asset class, a 
counterparty will be required to clear all OTC derivative contracts subject 
to the mandatory clearing obligation irrespective of asset class.

4

Even if a securitisation SPV is subject to the mandatory clearing 
obligation for a particular derivative contract, it will only actually be 
obliged to clear such contract if its counterparty is also subject to the 
mandatory clearing obligation.  In other words, the counterparty must be 
either a financial counterparty, a non-financial counterparty above the 
clearing threshold or a third country entity that would be subject to the 
clearing obligation if established in the EU.  In addition, if the SPV is a 
third country entity and its counterparty is also a third country entity, the 
securitisation SPV will only be obliged to clear the derivative contract if 
such contract has a direct, substantial and foreseeable effect within the 
EU or where the obligation is necessary or appropriate to prevent the 
evasion of any provision of EMIR.  Technical Standards on the meaning 
of this extra-territorial application are awaited.

5

ESMA is yet to release the Technical Standards containing the list of
transactions subject to mandatory clearing. Broadly speaking all OTC
derivative contracts are potentially in scope.

6 The securitisation SPV must satisfy its clearing obligation by clearing the 
derivative contract through a CCP authorised or recognised under EMIR.  
It can do this by becoming a clearing member, by becoming a client of a 
clearing member or by establishing indirect clearing arrangements with a 
clearing member.  A securitisation SPV is unlikely to become a clearing 
member.

Even if a securitisation SPV is not subject to the clearing obligation, it 
may be subject to other obligations under EMIR in relation to OTC 
derivative transactions including:
● reporting;
● timely confirmation of terms;
● portfolio reconciliation;
● portfolio compression; and
● agreement of dispute resolution processes,
and if the securitisation SPV is above the clearing threshold:
● exchange of collateral; and
● valuation of outstanding derivative contracts.

7
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* Comments are based on Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council, of 4 July 2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories (EMIR)
and on the draft technical standards under EMIR, published as a Final Report by ESMA on 27 
September 2012, each in the form publicly available as at 8 November 2012.   
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